Media Advisory

Prepared by: Lieutenant J. Domingo      Release Date/Time: July 18, 2014 / 2:30 pm

Subject: Police Pursuit and Arrest

Case Number: 14-010078

Details:

A Huntington Beach Detective spotted a subject wanted for various crimes committed in Huntington Beach in the area of Bishop and Brookhurst Ave in the City of Westminster. Surveillance was conducted on the wanted felon. The suspect left his location in his vehicle. Marked Huntington Beach Police units attempt to conduct a traffic stop to take the wanted suspect into custody. A short vehicle pursuit ensued. Due to having knowledge of the suspect’s identity and concern for the safety of the general public at large, the pursuit was quickly terminated by Huntington Beach supervisors. Following the termination of the pursuit, the suspect lost control of his vehicle and crashed in the area of Rose and Bushard in Fountain Valley. The suspect fled his vehicle and jumped a fence into a backyard attempting to evade capture. With the use of a Huntington Beach K-9, the subject was taken into custody for evading arrest, burglary and various outstanding warrants.